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On Meekness, Humility and Love
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Let us strive to attain meekness and supreme love, which is the pinnacle of all Christian virtues. But it
is impossible to reach the top of the mountain without climbing the entire mountain. Therefore, let us
strive towards the acquisition of all the virtues, and rst of all the attainment of their foundation Christian humility
It is easy to be humble in terms of being aware of one’s sinfulness. It is easy for us also to humble
ourselves before God, realizing all our frailties and all our insigni cance. But it is most dif cult for us
to humble ourselves before our neighbors. We are impeded by a consciousness of our supposed
superiority to them, for we believe ourselves to be better than others, even when we have great
shortcomings. We always justify and whitewash these shortcomings. But rarely do we forgive the
shortcomings of our neighbors. Almost always we accuse and judge them for sins which do not exist
in their lives, but exist only in our sinful and haughty imagination.
Let us humble ourselves before our neighbors not out of fear, but out of love for them, as the Lord
enjoined us during His Mystic supper. And thus let us not consider our moral state to be higher and
better than that of others. Let us bring the attention of our hearts and minds only upon our own sins,
and not upon the sins of others, for love is expressed in a mutual and forgiving participation in the
carrying of the burden of others, i.e. our neighbors’ shortcomings. Blessed Augustine says: “Nothing
makes us as pleasing in the eyes of the Lord as our forgiving attitude towards our neighbors’
shortcomings.
Unfortunately, our mutual relationships exhibit completely the opposite: not love towards one another,
but cruelty; not a forgiving, but a judgmental attitude towards the imperfections of others. This
condemnation is the favorite topic of our conversations, and is often accompanied by slander and a
feeling of malice
May the Lord help us acquire great love for our neighbors, and a forgiving attitude towards their
imperfections. As Apostle Paul witnesses, in acquiring such love we will ful ll the entire law of God,
all His saving commandments. Then the grace of the Holy Spirit, as manifested in the Epiphany, will
shine its divine light upon us. Then we will become the embodiment of the wondrous church hymn:
“As many as have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ,” and the grace of baptism will
become the vestment of Christ for us
This vestment of Christ, or the grace- lled divine light, will shield us from all demonic attacks when
our souls will be passing through the celestial toll-houses after death
This vestment of Christ, this baptismal grace, made available to us by our ful llment of God’s
commandments and the endurance of sorrows, will cover us at the Last Judgment. Like a wedding
garment, this grace will lead us into the celestial chamber of our Saviour, and will be the source of our
eternal and continuous joy in the Heavenly Realm of our Lord Jesus Christ
From the sermons of the newly-canonized Saint Seraphim (Sobolev),

